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Forward
When we live in a state which proclaims life here is "the way it should be", we have a tendency to read national studies and 
think ... "Gee, isn't that too bad for those other folks." We want to be­
lieve that our families, our children, our lives will not be affected by 
the difficult issues confronting others.
In 1993 the American Association of University Women 
(AAUW) published Hostile Hallways, the a study of sexual harass­
ment in American schools. That report, commissioned by AAUW's 
Educational Foundation and conducted by Harris and Associates, 
made it crystal clear that schools are unfriendly, hostile environments 
for students. Among the eighth through eleventh graders surveyed, 
81% reported being sexually harassed during school related time. 
The situation was true for 76% of the boys and 85% of the girls. Hos­
tile Hallways laid out a challenge for all who are concerned with chil­
dren's school success: "ensure that the behaviors detailed in this 
survey do not continue" (p4).
AAUW of Kennebec Valley Branch took the challenge seriously 
and conducted the survey detailed here as Home Room to Home 
Court: No Respect. Branch members did not have to look beyond 
their daily lives for motivation. Nearly one quarter of the members 
have young children in school. Another third work daily with chil­
dren in social service and academic settings. Those with grown chil­
dren remember the lasting impact school climates had on their 
offspring.
In addition to our personal motives, we join with all AAUW 
members in working for equity in education. Our undergraduate, 
graduate, and doctoral study experiences have strengthened the value 
we place on education as the key to meaningful lives.
Learning has to occur in an environment which doesn't discour­
age or block it but, rather, encourages and promotes it. In our rural 
state, children's lives depend on such a climate as does the state's fu­
ture economic viability.
With that commitment and our own research experience in 
mind, AAUW of Kennebec Valley set out to explore the nature and ex­
tent of sexual harassment in our "backyard". We felt it important to 
check that the national findings applied here before we took any ac­
tion. This survey looked at two basic questions: to what degree are 
the national findings true here; and, what are the similarities or dif­
ferences.
Sadly, Home Room to Home Court: No Respect reports that 
life is not(!) the way it should be for children in our schools.
This project took AAUW of Kennebec Valley 21 months to com­
plete. It was a volunteer effort. The challenges (and advice for repli­
cators) are for another volume. Here, we'd like to express our 
gratitude to those who contributed significantly out of belief in our 
goal: Nancy McLane, Josi Lessard, Andrew Dionne, Big Broth- 
ers/Big Sisters of Kennebec Valley, the Maine Women's Development 
Institute, cooperating superintendents, principals, and ... most of all ... 
the students whose honest and candid responses describe their school 
life.
Funding for this project came from the AAUW Educational 
Foundation community action grant program. If you would like to 
support others embarking on endeavors like ours, contact the AAUW 
Educational Foundation at 1111 Sixteenth St. NW, Washington, DC 
20036-4873.
The American Association of University Women, founded in 
1881, is open to all graduates who hold a baccalaureate or higher de­
gree from a regionally accredited college or university. In principle 
and practice, AAUW values and seeks a diverse membership who 
share its commitment to education and equity for women and girls. 
For information on meetings and activities of the AAUW Branch 
nearest you, contact the membership department at the address listed 
above.
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The AAUW Survey
r?i The Environment
AAUW of Kennebec Valley draws members from 18 towns in southern Kennebec County, located in south-central Maine. Both 
the county and the region use the name of one of the state's major 
rivers as an identifier.
Geographically, the 465 square-mile district encompasses the state 
capital, is 100 miles from the state's southern border with New Hamp­
shire, and is 211 miles south of the Fort Kent (ME) crossing to Canada. 
The 64,605 residents (16,259 under age 18) live mostly in rural areas - 
- population density ranges from 17 per square mile in the small town 
of Vienna to 385 per square mile in the capital city, Augusta.
Although the census results show that 77% of the citizens were 
born in Maine, it also pointed out that nearly 10% "do not speak Eng­
lish very well" since they use another language for conversation. 
Based on that language characteristic, it might be surprising to learn 
the minority population as defined by the census is only 2%. This fact 
is explained by the large Franco-American community whose roots 
are in French-speaking Canada.
Other 1990 census information about the region shows ... 14% 
of the family households are headed by a woman only and include her 
children under 18 years old ... the median household income is 
$28,616 although 12% of families with children under 18 live below 
the poverty level ... 10% of the 16-18 year olds are not enrolled in 
school nor have they graduated from high school ... and, for the area 
as a whole, 18% of the adults have completed a post-secondary de­
gree. The Maine Dept, of Education report of high school graduates 
planning to continue their education indicates an average 40% of the 
seniors were contemplating further education. (The report surveys in­
tent, only.)
Labor statistics for 1992 unemployment indicate the statewide 
unemployment rate was 7.1%; however, regional data show an unem­
ployment rate of 5.3% with 73% of those employed working full- 
time. Historically, area jobs have been in government or 
manufacturing - paper, clothing, textiles, shoes — with agriculture 
and forest products as secondary sources of employment. These 
mainstays of employment are rapidly changing with many firms cut­
ting jobs or closing.
The Students
During the 1994/95 school year, students primarily in 8th and 11th grades from the Kennebec Valley region were surveyed about 
their experience of sexual harassment during school time. The school 
districts included Augusta, School Unions 42 and 51, School Admin­
istrative Districts 11 and 16, Winthrop, Monmouth, and Oak Hill.
Of the 1,612 students enrolled in grades 8 and 11 that year, 428 
completed the survey. They accounted for 28% of the region's eighth 
graders and 25% of the eleventh graders. By gender, 51% of the re­
spondents were male while 49% were female. Just under 47% re­
ported that they had received extra help with studies.
Students were asked what their personal goals were for educa­
tion. Interestingly, 18% of the boys responded they either expect to 
not finish high school or 
only graduate from high 
school or complete high 
school and some vocational 
training. Just under 9% of 
the girls indicated similar 
aspirations. Additionally, 
79% of the boys plan to at­
tend college while 91% of 
the girls expressed such a 
goal. (Among the students 
planning on college, 66% of 
the boys and 81% of the 
girls expect to graduate 
from a four-year college or 
go further.)
Based on the total size 
of the target population and 
the number of respondents 
completing the survey, the 
margin of error for Home 
Room to Home Court: No 
Respect is 5 percentage 
points at the 95% confi­
dence level.
Terminal Degrees: How Far They 
Expect to Go
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The Issue
The focus of this study is behavior which occurs during school time and — just like sexual harassment on the job — is public, un­
wanted, and unwelcomed. In fact, the definition provided for students 
describes sexual harassment as "unwanted and unwelcome sexual 
behavior which interferes with your life. Sexual harassment is not 
behavior that you like or want (for example, wanted kissing, flirting, 
or touching.)"
This survey asked students to answer in light of their entire 
school experience. In other words, they were reminded by survey 
administrators that answers were to include experiences in prior years 
as a student. It is apparent they heeded that instruction because many 
written comments refer to experiences in lower grades and prior 
years. (Twenty-three survey questions were multiple choice; one was 
open-ended.)
School Policies
Every school is required to have a policy on sex­
ual harassment which is 
communicated to students 
and employees. The final 
question on the survey used 
to gather this data asked 
students if their school had 
such a policy. Interestingly, 
47% of the students replied 
"Don't know", 13% said 
there wasn't such a policy, 
38% indicated "Yes", and 
2% didn't answer.
The Results
There is no argument: sexual harassment is a prevalent and formi­dable issue for students in southern Kennebec County. An over­
whelming 83% of the local youth said they experienced at least one
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form of sexual harassment dur­
ing school time. It was true for 
79% of boys and 88% of girls.
These findings are nearly 
identical to the national Harris 
research which found 81% of 
students (76% of boys and 85% 
of girls) experienced unwanted, 
unwelcome sexual behavior 
which interfered with their lives.
Local responses depict 
school climates that are hostile 
to learning and growing. More
than half the students (54%) said they fear being hurt or both­
ered by someone for some period during school time. It's a situa­
tion which effects the girls more than the boys; however, not by much 
— 49%, males and 60%, females. Of concern is that 16% reported 
such fear is a regular part of life and there was virtually no difference 
between genders on this point.
Even travel time from school to home is not free from worry 
about harm. Just over 33% of those surveyed (25% males; 41% fe­
males) reported they fear being hurt or bothered during this part of the 
school day. The frequency is significant in a rural area where school 
buses are the chief form of student travel. (Public transportation is al­
most non-existent.)
When asked specifically "are you afraid of being sexually ha­
rassed" during school time, the answer was a resounding "Yes" 
among girls (52%) and 26% of boys agreed.
Personal Safety: Sexual Harassment of Students
LOCAL NATIONAL
100% 80% 60% 40% 20% 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
The AAUW Survey
Basis of Personal Views: What’s Happened to Acquaintances
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What Happens
Nearly 88% of all students acknowledged that sexually ha­rassing behavior occurs at school. Among 63% of the girls, it 
is viewed as a regular part of student life and 49% of the boys concur.
Personal Viewpoints: How Much Harassment Exists
When asked what happens to other people in school (someone 
the student knows personally), they report suggestive or sexual jokes, 
gestures, and comments as the most frequent type of sexual harass­
ment. All together, 67% of them personally know someone who was 
harassed in such a manner.
Being called names — such as gay, lesbian, queer — for the pur­
pose of insulting someone is reported by 65% to have happened to ac­
quaintances and friends. 55% say that friends have been the target of 
stories about his or her sexuality or sexual activities. 52% say that ac­
quaintances have been "mooned" or flashed. Just over 45% indicate 
that people they know have been targeted by sexual graffiti on school 
property. Another 38% say friends have been shown or given un­
wanted sexual notes or pictures. 15% know someone who has been 
spied upon while showering or changing clothes.
Such pervasive non-physical harassment is, alone, enough to 
create an intimidating atmosphere. Yet, the level of concern over per­
sonal safety probably stems from their awareness of physically threat­
ening sexual harassment.
Nearly half the students surveyed (49%), report an acquaintance 
has been pinched, touched, or grabbed in a sexual way. 41% know 
someone who has been touched or brushed up against in a sexual way. 
How Harassment Feels
“Sick and my privacy invaded.”
(16 year old male)
“They made me feel rotten and 
used. It made me feel like I 
couldn't trust anyone anymore.
It made me look over my 
shoulder a lot.”
(13 year old female)
Even seriously threatening be­
havior such as being cornered 
or leaned over in a suggestive 
or sexual way is reported to 
happen with grave frequency - 
- 29% of all students know 
someone.
Threats of undressing or 
actual removal of clothing are 
reported to happen at alarming 
levels. 29% of the students 
know someone who has had 
their clothing yanked in a sug­
gestive or sexual way, while 
28% know someone who's clothing has been taken down or off.
With insignificant gender differences, 20% report knowing 
someone who has been forced or pressured to kiss someone and 12% 
know of someone who has been intimidated into doing something 
sexual other than kissing.
Verbal intimidation and hostility ... aggressive and threaten­
ing physical actions ... all are sexually harassing behaviors which in­
troduce fear, distraction, and self-doubt at the very time when 
assuredness, confidence, and attentiveness are most needed.
Focusing on Numbers
With findings so serious, the researcher has to ask "How many re­ports about personal acquaintances are duplicate counts?" In 
other words, is the incidence really that high?
For answers, this survey looks to the 83% of respondents who 
have been sexually harassed. What happened to them? Who did it? 
Where did it happen?
At the same time, it is possible to go back to the national survey 
(Hostile Hallways) and see if local student experience is in keeping 
with their peers across the nation.
In the sections which follow, "all" refers to every respondent in 
this study. Where this referent is missing, the results pertain to those 
students who have been harassed.
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Students predict their own reactions to Sexual Harassment
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Yanked clothing down or 
off
Spied on while showering 
or changing clothes
Spread stories about sexu­
ality or sexual activities
Pressured/forced to do 
something sexual besides 
kissing
Target of sexual graffiti on 
desks, lockers, etc.
Pressured or forced to kiss 
someone
Pinched, touched or 
grabbed you in a sexual 
way
Called gay/lesbian/homo- 
sexual/queer
Clothing yanked in a 
suggestive or sexual way
Cornered or leaned over in 
a suggestive or sexual way
Sexually touched or 
brushed up against
Shown, given or left 
sexual notes or pictures
“Mooned” or flashed
Sexual or suggestive 
jokes, gestures, or 
comments
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Personal Experiences: 
What Happened to Them
According to 80% of the Kennebec Valley harassed students, suggestive or sexual jokes, gestures, or 
comments are the most frequent type of harassment. 
This prevalent form of harassment is also the least up­
setting to all students polled: only 23% report being 
"very upset" and 29% say they are "not at all upset" 
when it happens to them.
Compared to Hostile Hallways, the most frequent 
type of harassment is the same but the level at which it 
occurs is significantly different: 82% of the Kennebec 
Valley (KV) boys report being harassed this way com­
pared to 56% of the boys in the national survey; for 
girls, the local figure is 86% while nationally it was 
76%.
Name-calling ("gay, queer, homo, lesbian") as a 
form of harassment is much more prevalent locally than 
nationally (64%, KV; 17% national). In fact, the rate is 
nearly three times greater (72%) among KV than their 
peers in the national survey (23%) and five times 
greater (54%) among local girls than their national 
peers (10%). It is also the form of harassment which 
49% of all KV youth would find very upsetting.
The gap between national and local experience 
continues with the third most reported form of harass­
ment. Yet, the difference is much narrower. KV boys 
(56%) experience more sexual pinching, touching and 
grabbing than their national counterparts (42%). The 
girls, however, have comparable experiences: 62% of KV girls com­
pared to 65% of the national girls. Exactly half of all local students 
(36% of boys; 63% of girls) admit such an incident would be very up­
setting, personally.
Being "mooned" or flashed happened to 59% of the local stu­
dents (1% gender difference). In Hostile Hallways, 45% of the re­
spondents experienced this harassment with a slightly different result 
“Z guess I felt 
funny and 
b etray ed.”
(17 year old female)
“It gets me extremely 
upset, scared and mostly 
afraid of what's gonna 
happen next.”
(13 year old female)
“Dirty and angry” 
(17 year old male)
“It made me 
feel weird.” 
(14 year old male)
in genders (41% boys; 49% girls). In the ranking of behaviors upset­
ting to all local students, this was second to last with 29% saying it 
would be very upsetting and 29% disagreeing (not at all upsetting).
Continuing with the rank order of what has happened to stu­
dents, another physically aggressive behavior is fifth. With only 
slight variation in gender (boys, 57%; girls 53%), 56% 
of the students say they have been touched or brushed 
up against in a sexual way. The girls experience is sim­
ilar to their national peers (57% female); however, there 
is a significant difference in that only 36% of the boys 
in the national study were subject to this form of sexual 
harassment. It is a behavior which all the local respon­
dents said was among the least upsetting (ranked 1 1 of 
14 although it was more disturbing to girls - 49% - than 
boys - 29%).
The gap between national and local experience 
seriously widens again when it comes to the two next 
most frequent types of harassment. Among KV boys, 
55% have been the target of stories about sexuality or 
sexual activities while only 34% of their national peers 
had that experience. The gap is narrower for girls: 47% 
local; 42% national. This is a very serious form of ha­
rassment, according to all students. It was cited as the 
third most upsetting form of harassment: 49% of the 
boys would be very upset by such stories and 81% of 
the girls!
59% of local boys have received unwanted, un­
welcome sexual notes or pictures compared to 34% of 
boys nationally. The girls' experience locally (44%) is 
also more frequent than their national peers (31%). In­
terestingly, this is a form of harassment all students say 
would be less upsetting than other actions (in rank, it's 
12th of 14). Yet, by gender, girls find this behavior much more dis­
turbing (52%, very upset) than boys (23%, very upset; 30%, not at all 
upset).
There is virtually no difference between genders when it comes 
to being cornered or leaned over in a suggestive or sexual way. In 
Kennebec Valley, 46% of the boys report this harassment — a rate 
nearly 2.8 times greater than their national peers (17%). For the girls,
The AAUW Survey
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Pressured or forced to do some­
thing sexual, other than kissing
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changed clothes
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the experience rate is much less dramatic: 47% locally; 38% nation­
ally. It is also a form of harassment which only 28% of the local boys 
say would be very disturbing while 56% of the girls say they would 
be very upset.
Being the target of sexual graffiti on school property (desks, 
lockers, bathroom walls, etc.) happens much more often to local boys 
(47%) than those in the national survey (18%). Again, the experience 
difference, also, is significant for the girls locally (38%) and nation­
ally (20%). Interestingly, both genders (all local respondents) cited 
this behavior as one which would upset them considerably — 43% of 
the boys; 75% of the girls.
Locally and nationally, the girls' experience of having clothing 
yanked in a suggestive or sexual way is nearly the same (39% and 
38%). Yet, once again, this physically aggressive form of harassment 
is experienced more often locally by boys (47%) than reported in the 
national survey (28%). It's a behavior which, according to 35% of all 
local boys and 56% of the girls, would be very disturbing if it hap­
pened to them.
Being pressured or forced to kiss someone when it wasn't vol­
untary happened 2.5 times more often to local boys (36%) than the 
national males surveyed (14%). The female experience differed, also, 
but not as widely with 31 % of the Kennebec Valley girls saying this 
happened and 23% of females in the national survey. It is an experi­
ence which 33% of all local male students would find very upsetting 
as would 75% of the females.
The number of local youth (35%) who've had their clothing 
yanked down or off is more than twice as great (16%) as those sur­
veyed nationally. Although it is something which is more upsetting 
to all girls surveyed in Maine (87% versus 57% boys), it does end up 
being the type of harassment which students report as the most up­
setting, i.e., the thing that would seriously disturb the most students 
(72%).
Even the sexually harassing behaviors which happen to the 
fewest students occur at an alarming rate in Kennebec Valley. Boys' 
reports of being forced to do something sexual other than kissing is 
more than three times higher (30%) than the males in the national sur­
vey (9%). The girls' answers indicate they have dealt with that same 
situation nearly twice as often (24%) as their peers nationally (13%). 
Curiously, this type of harassment is fourth in terms of the number of 
local students who would be very upset if it happened to them. 
There's a clear gender difference in the effect as 43% of the boys 
would feel this way while 86% of the girls predict they'd react 
strongly.
In the national survey, being spied on while showering or chang­
ing happened to the fewest students (7%) with almost no gender dif­
ference. These findings show local experience is far different: 32% 
of all harassed students; 34% for boys and 23% for girls. It is also the 
second most serious form of harassment, according to all students. 
51% of all boys and 82% of all girls said they would be very upset if 
this happened to them.
Bravado or Callousness
”l'm easy going so it 
usually doesn't 
bother me.”
(16 year old male)
”1 think it's good 
sometimes because it 
helps make you 
strong 
in life.”
(16 year old male)
One question which all students answered dealt with how upset they would be personally if sexually harassed in each of the four­
teen ways listed. The multiple choice answer included an option for 
"not at all upset."
The tabulation of male students' 
answers depicts a trend which may be 
bravado or callousness. Whichever, it is 
noteworthy for the consistent 15% to 
20% of male respondents who claimed 
sexual harassment would not upset them 
at all. This core group is the focus of 
concern in light of how frequently the 
expected impact of one's behavior is a 
key part of the decision on how to act. 
Less bothersome actions tend to be given 
little thought while upsetting behavior is 
used purposefully.
With only one exception (being 
"mooned" or flashed), the ratio among those who said they would not 
be upset by an experience was 2:1 boys to girls. This was true for 
both non-physical and physical forms of harassment. 17% of the boys 
claimed they wouldn't be at all upset if pressured or forced to do 
something sexual other than kissing; 19% felt that way about having 
9
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stories spread about their sexuality or sexual activities; 20% claim in­
difference over sexual graffiti about themselves or being forced to 
kiss someone involuntarily or being pinched/ touched in a sexual way.
Regardless of what context these results are placed into — social 
skills, relationships, emotional development — the implications are 
serious. Those who are responsible for providing boys with the guid­
ance, skills, role models, and values on the journey to healthy adult­
hood need to reflect on the long term consequences of what the boys 
claim here.
A Culture of No Respect
The values held by any community are evident in its members' be­havior. The curious observer wants to know about differences 
among the generations, the genders, and the relationships that connect 
older with younger, male with female, leaders with members. Home 
Room to Home Court: No Respect found students very aware of sex­
ually harassing behavior throughout their school community.
Nearly 58% think sexual harassment regularly occurs between 
students. Both girls (61%) and boys (54%) hold this view. 12% be­
lieve students are harassed regularly by teachers or other school em­
ployees. A similar number (12%), acknowledge that students, in turn, 
sexually harass their teachers or school employees with the boys 
(14%) being more aware of this than the girls (10%).
When it comes to observing the behavior of their elders, 15% of 
the students (19% males; 10% females) conclude that teachers or 
other employees sexually harass each other on a recurring basis.
Personal Experienceszl
Who Harasses
“It is very embarrass­
ing to be sexually ha­
rassed, especially in 
front of a large group”.
(14 year old male)
“Grubby, used, 
and slimy.” 
(13 year old female)
The answers summarized in this section, again, come straight from the students who experienced harassment during school time. 
The comparison of who harassed by gender (not age or status) shows 
that local youths' experiences were shared by their national peers.
For the boys, the most frequent source of harassment was a fe­
male acting alone (51%) which was true in Hostile Hallways (57% of 
males). Females acting in a group ranked second in frequency (31% 
locally; 35% nationally). In Kennebec County, the boys reported that 
other boys acting alone harassed as often as a group of boys and girls 
(28% for both).
Among the male national 
respondents, other boys acting alone 
were reported as harassers by 25% and 
a mixed gender group cited as ha­
rassers by 13%. Locally, 27% of the 
boys answered they were harassed by 
other boys in a group; however, in 
Hostile Hallways, only 14% of the 
males indicated that.
Kennebec Valley girls' experience 
was slightly different from their 
national peers. Here, 77% of the girls say they were harassed by a 
male acting alone (nationally, 81%). They experienced harassment 
by a group of males more often than their national counterparts (61 %, 
KV; 57%, national). The same is true for being harassed by another 
female acting alone (18% local; 10% national), a mixed group of 
males and females (13% here; 11% nationally), and a group of 
females (7% KV; 3% nationally).
In light of the responses by all surveyed youth about who regu­
larly instigates harassment, it would be logical to think that these 
males and females are overwhelmingly other students. Certainly, that 
was the national finding — 79% of the students were harassed by a 
present or former student. Only 18% of them reported being harassed 
by a school employee.
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a group of females
another male acting alone
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a group of males
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male acting alone
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another female acting alone 
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The Kennebec Valley results, based on an unduplicated count, 
are considerably different. Present or former students are perpetrators 
for 63% of the cases. Area boys report being harassed by peers at a 
much lower rate (50%) than their national counterparts (71%). How­
ever, their experience of sexual harassment by school employees is 
more than double that of the nationally surveyed boys: 28% here ver­
sus 10% nationally.
The local girls, too, say that peers are the harassers less often — 
76% here and 86% nationally. With regard to being targeted by 
school employees, 37% say it is an experience they share with 25% 
of their national peers.
present or 
former student
school employee 
(faculty, staff, 
temps)
■ 1
Boys Girls Total
Personal Experience: Who Harassers are
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Reporting Harassment:
Predictions Meet Reality
All students were asked if they would tell a school employee in the event they were harassed. With minor gender differences, 46% 
replied they would report the incident if the harassment was by a fel­
low student. Nearly 76% said they would definitely tell a school em­
ployee if the harasser was another school employee or teacher.
Later in the survey, a slightly different question was posed to the 
students who were harassed. This time, they were asked who they ac­
tually told about any incident, regardless of the perpetrator. Reality 
was far different from what they indicated earlier.
Only 10% actually reported the harassment to a teacher; 5% 
(nearly all male) told a coach; and, 14% went to another school em­
ployee with the report.
28% of the harassed students opted to tell no one about the ex­
perience. Again, their choice was consistent with that of their nation­
al peers, 23% of whom told no one.
When students told someone who was not an agemate, they 
opted to report the incident to an unrelated community person. 
Specifically, 24% said they told someone who was not a school em­
ployee, friend, or family. Nearly equal in terms of preference are 
family and friends (23%) as confidants.
“These things made 
me feel weird only 
when it was an 
adult. When friends 
do it, it doesn't 
bother me.”
(14 year old female)
The most frequent confidant (50%) 
was a peer or friend. The preference for a 
friend is in line with the national findings 
where 63% of the respondents chose peers 
over anyone else.
This is an issue which turns up dis­
tinct gender differences. In order of pref­
erence for reporting harassment, boys said 
they told no one (35%), a peer or friend 
(31%), an unrelated community person (21%), parents or family 
(15%), a school employee who wasn't a teacher (13%), a teacher 
(11%), or a coach (10%).
Girls, on the other hand, chose to tell friends first (67%), then 
family or parents (30%), an unrelated community person (28%), no 
one (24%), a school employee who wasn't a teacher (15%), a teacher 
(10%), and finally, a coach (2%).
Students’ Actions: Who Harassed Students Actually Told
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Personal Experiences:
Where Harassment Occurred
At the national level, harassed students indicated there were two places in school where they were likely to be accosted: 66% ex­
perienced harassment in hallways and 55% endured such treatment in 
classrooms. Overall, the same two places are the most likely sites of 
harassment for Kennebec Valley students: hallways rank first (48%) 
and classrooms are second (46%). It's also true that both places are 
more threatening to girls than boys with 59% of the girls saying they 
were harassed equally as often in those locations while boys cited 
hallways (35%) as the most frequent place harassment occurred (29% 
identified classrooms).
On first glance, it would seem the national and local findings in­
dicate safer hallways or classrooms because of the percentage point 
difference. That is, until the point spread between all locations is 
noted. Kennebec Valley students report the chances of being harassed 
in a variety of school places is about even for boys and not much bet­
ter for the girls. (The question asked students where they were ha­
rassed most frequently.)
In Hostile Hallways reports by boys, the percentage point spread 
between the least frequent site of harassment and the most frequent 
location was four-fold (14%, restrooms; 58%, hallways). Local male 
students only report much closer spread — two-fold or 16% were ha­
rassed on a field trip compared to 29% in the classroom. (Restrooms 
were near last at 17%.)
Classrooms and the cafeteria tied (29%) as the second most fre­
quent site of local boys' harassment. Not far behind in terms of fre­
quency, were school grounds (26%), the gym/playing field/pool areas 
and locker rooms (both 24%). The remaining two locations - the 
parking lot and school transportation — are each identified by 21 % of 
the boys as frequent sites of harassment. In short, seven of the ten 
places where boys say harassment frequently occurs fell within a tight 
21 % to 29% range.
According to Kennebec Valley girls, school grounds are the next 
most frequent site of harassment (44%). Cafeterias rank third (38%) 
and then five school locations cluster together over a nine point fre­
quency spread. In other words, the likelihood of harassment on 
school transportation (27%) is nearly the same as it is for field trips 
(26%), the gym/playing field/pool (25%), the school parking lot 
(24%), or in a locker room (19%). Restrooms were last at 10%.
“It made me feel like I 
had no control over 
anything anymore. I 
do know I was scared, 
afraid. It happened in 
kindergarten.9’ 
(14 year old female)
“Why isn 't the school 
doing anything about 
sexual harassment. 
It’s just going to get 
worse and worse.”
(13 year old male)
Boys Girls Total
in school hallways 
classrooms
outside school, on school 
grounds
on a field trip
in the cafeteria
Personal Experience: Where Harassment Occurred 
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on school transportation 
in the gym, playing field 
or pool area
in the school parking lot
in a locker room
in a restroom
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Personal Consequences:
The Impact of Harassment
With very few exceptions, the impact of being harassed as de­scribed by local students is in keeping with what their peers in 
the national survey reported. Even the gender-based results are very 
close across the two groups. Thus, it is true in Kennebec Valley that 
sexual harassment has a greater impact on more girls than boys.
For instance, in the classroom, twice as many girls (31%) 
said they found it harder to pay attention in school after being ha­
rassed. The same 2:1 ratio holds true with regard to girls not want­
ing to attend school (28%) and talking less in class (26%).
“They make me feel low and no one likes me.”
(14 year old male)
Boys
It was harder to concentrate and study for 27% of the girls 
while 1 1 % of the boys reported the same effect. Performance 
changed, too. 21% of the girls said they actually made a lower 
grade in a class or on a test while this was true for 14% of the boys.
The gender gap narrows when it comes to skipping school or 
cutting classes (18%, girls; 12%, boys), thoughts of changing 
schools (19%, girls; 14%, boys), and self-doubt about ability to 
graduate from high school (16%, girls; 11% boys). The percent­
age that actually changed schools was lowest at 9% male; 5%, fe­
male.
As a result of being harassed, 24% of the girls opted to 
change their seat in class while only 9% of the boys took the same 
action. 23% of the girls avoid certain places in school as do 18% 
of the boys.
The other changes they made show little gender difference. 
Among all the harassed students, 15% changed their group of 
friends, and 13% either stopped attending a particular activity or 
changed their route to and from school.
Significantly more girls report emotional consequences of 
being harassed. While only 30% of the boys acknowledge being 
embarrassed, 63% of the girls say they felt that way. As a result of 
harassment, 23% of the boys and 57% of the girls say they felt self- 
conscious.
With the exception of confusion about sexual identity (an effect 
for 18% of the girls and 16% of the boys), the lasting emotional con­
sequences are greater among the girls than the boys. Among the boys, 
23% say they feel less confident about themselves, yet 43% of the 
girls report this is true. The number of girls left feeling afraid or 
scared is over 2.5 times greater (42%) than boys (16%).
100% 80% 60% 40% 20% 0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
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Nearly twice as many girls (29%) as boys (16%) say they doubt 
whether they can have a happy romantic relationship after being ha­
rassed. Furthermore, nearly three times as many girls (32%) as boys 
say they have difficulty eating and sleeping as a result of the 
experience.
“They made me feel very uncomfortable. Made me not want 
to come to school.” (17 year old female)
Boys Girls
Personal Consequences: Emotional Impact and Behavior Change
LOCAL NATIONAL
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Doing Unto Others:
Harassed Students As
Perpetrators
All students were asked if they sexually harassed someone else. The responses of the group who had been targets of such behav­
ior revealed 57% of the boys and 43% of the girls do to others what's 
been done to them.
‘7 have never been 
sexually harassed 
but I remember 
someone called me a 
lesbian only he was 
kidding but 1 was 
still hurt.”
(14 year old female)
They show a clear preference 
for non-physical types of harass­
ment, one difference between their 
own experience and actions. Sug­
gestive or sexual jokes and gestures 
are the most frequent types of harass­
ment (40% for boys, 21% for girls). 
Just under 34% of the boys resort to 
name-calling (queer, homo, lesbian, 
etc.) as do 23% of the girls.
Next in terms of frequency is 
spreading rumors about someone's 
sexuality or sexual activities. While 
20% of the boys do this and 13% of 
the girls, it's interesting to note the third most frequently experienced 
harassment in their own lives was more aggressive — being pinched 
or grabbed in a sexual manner.
"Mooning" or flashing is done by twice as many boys (21%) as 
girls (10%). Fewer than 10% of the harassed students resort to the 
most aggressive harassing behaviors — yanking clothes, cornering 
someone, coercing someone to kiss them, or intimidating someone 
into doing other sexual acts.
“Like I was either going to punch the person or 
just leave and hang with someone else, but 
usually I just ignore it”
(16 year old male)
Si “Good sometimes, bad at other times.I guess it depends who does it.”(16 year old male)
Doing Unto Others: Harassed Students as Perpetrators
LOCAL NATIONAL
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Doing Unto Others: Harassing Behavior
Boys Girls
Suggestive or sexual jokes, 
gestures, or comments
Called someone either gay 
or lesbian
Spread rumors about 
person’s sexuality or sexual 
activities
Mooned or flashed someone
Pinched,touched, or 
grabbed someone in a 
sexual way
Touched or brushed up 
against someone sexually
Wrote sexual grafitti about 
person on desks/lockers/etc.
Showed, gave or left sexual 
notes or pictures
Spied on someone as he/she 
showered or changed clothes
Yanked someone’s clothing 
down or off
Cornered or leaned over 
someone in a suggestive or 
sexual way
Yanked at someone’s 
clothing in a sexual way
Pressured or forced 
someone to kiss you
Pressured/forced someone 
to do something sexual, 
other than kissing
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The Patterns in 
The Answers
There is little comfort to be taken in knowing that the number of Kennebec Valley youth who report being harassed is nearly equal 
to national figures. Yet, while the totals are nearly identical in Hos­
tile Hallways and this report, the level of harassment is much higher, 
especially for boys. Ironically, the significant core of students who 
say they wouldn't be fazed or bothered by harassment is overwhelm­
ingly male.
A comparison of the total group reports from 
both surveys reveals that — on all 14 harassing be­
haviors — Kennebec Valley students' answers are 
10 to 47 percentage points higher than the youth 
polled for Hostile Hallways. The narrowest gap of 
10 percentage points relates to being touched or 
grabbed in a sexual manner and having clothing 
yanked in a suggestive or sexual way. The widest 
margins are a 26 point gap for sexual graffiti and a 
whopping 47 point difference in reports of being 
called gay, lesbian, or queer. Answers about how 
often the other forms of harassment occur show 
local results are an average 16 percentage points 
higher than national reports.
When students evaluate the impact of actions 
in light of how they would feel as the victim, they acknowledge the 
hurtfulness. Yet, there is little correlation between how upsetting a 
behavior would be to them personally and how frequently it happens 
in school. For instance, the two most upsetting harassments do end 
up as the least frequently experienced: clothing being yanked off was 
most upsetting but ranks 12th of 14; being spied on while showering 
or changing was second most upsetting but 14th of 14.
At the other end of the scale, the least upsetting behavior — sug­
gestive or sexual jokes, gestures, or comments — is the most frequent 
form of harassment experienced. Beyond these three behaviors, there 
is no consistent relationship between how upset the victim is likely to 
be and how often a particular form of harassment occurs. The lack of 
“They made me feel dirty, 
all alone, empty inside.
1 didn't trust people and I felt 
betrayed. It also, made me 
feel hurt and angry because
I wasn't doing anything 
wrong or different 
from others.”
(16 year old female)
pattern is even more noticeable when the types of harassment are 
sorted between non-physical and physical.
All students polled recognize peer-to-peer harassment as the 
most frequent and regular form. Yet, their observations and the per­
sonal reports of those who experienced harassment indicate a lack of 
respect across generations as well as genders. Added to this are the 
figures showing harassment doesn't happen a lot more frequently in 
one place or another but occurs with uniform frequency at many 
places in schools.
For local girls, the experience of sexual harassment is somewhat 
greater (<= 1 ()%) in 9 of 14 situations than their na­
tional peers. With five types of behavior, local 
girls report it has happened to them at a level very 
different from the national girls. Locally, the num­
ber of girls harassed through name-calling (les­
bian, queer, etc.) is 44% higher than nationally 
reported. In Kennebec Valley, girls are the subject 
of sexual graffiti at a rate 18% higher than Hostile 
Hallways found. 16% more local girls say they 
were spied upon while showering or changing 
clothes. Their experience with receiving sexual 
notes or pictures is 13% greater, the same percent 
increase they report for how often their clothes are 
yanked down or off.
Local girls indicate the gender and number 
profile for their harassers is not different from that 
described by their national agemates. Likewise, 
even though the harassers are less often present or former students 
and more often school employees, the percentage difference is not 
tremendous. Nationally, 86% of the girls' perpetrators were other stu­
dents; locally, the report is 76%. School employees were identified 
as harassers by 25% of the national girls and 37% of the local girls.
It is not surprising to note that area girls express far more con­
cern over personal safety during school hours than their male class­
mates. Furthermore, the number of girls who fear being sexually 
harassed is twice that of local boys.
The impact of harassment is much the same for local and na­
tional girls meaning they are effected more seriously than their male 
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peers. (On 17 of 20 possible consequences, the per­
cent differences between national female findings 
and this study were 6 points or less and 10 items 
showed less than a 3% difference.) They are much 
more distracted in class, participate in class 
discussion far less, and unable to concentrate 
on studies (2:1 for girls to boys). And, al­
though the local gender difference is 
small when it comes to doubting their 
ability to graduate from high school, 
there is a huge disparity between girls' 
national and local reports. Only 5% of
the girls polled for Hostile Hallways say they doubt their ability to 
graduate while 16% of the Kennebec Valley girls say this is a conse­
quence for them.
Kennebec Valley boys are subjected to extremely high rates of 
harassment compared to the male students polled for Hostile Hall­
ways. The findings for boys show, without exception, a significantly 
higher incidence — an average 24% greater local occurrence than na­
tionally polled boys reported. The greatest differences appear in a 
comparison of name-calling (49% higher locally), being cornered or
“They made me feel grossed out.” (18 year old male)
leaned over in a sexual way (30% greater locally), and being targeted 
by sexual graffiti (29% higher in this area). While two of these three 
behaviors are non-physical, it is important to note that local reports 
about physical sexual harassment show a 21% average increase for 
local boys over national male students.
The profile (gender and group versus individual) of harassers 
follows the national pattern except in two areas. The frequency of re­
ports for a group of boys harassing a male student is twice what the 
national study found. The same degree of increase is true for the 
number of times harassers are a group of both boys and girls. Half 
the harassment is done by fellow students and 28% is instigated by 
school employees.
Although the boys say 
harassment has much less of a 
lasting impact on them than the 
girls, when compared to their 
national counterparts there are 
a number of significant differ­
ences. In the classroom, twice 
as many local boys earned lower grades. The number who doubt they 
will graduate is almost three times higher locally than nationally.
More local boys than national (2:1) stopped attending a particu­
lar activity or sport, changed the group of friends, or changed the 
route traveled to school. Sexual harassment created confusion about 
sexual orientation for many more local boys and the number who 
have trouble eating or sleeping is almost double the national finding. 
There are serious effects on self confidence for 23% of the local boys 
compared to 14% at the national level. Not surprisingly, the number 
of local male students who are afraid or scared is double the national 
finding.
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Implications for 
the Community
These survey results point to a very basic community issue: what,if any, responsibility do members have for gauging how personal 
behavior (words and actions) impacts others. This answer and its 
plain communication to all will set the minimal standard for everyone 
to judge their own actions.
Just as adults in workplaces recount stories of harassment's in­
terference with their ability to fulfill job responsibilities, students 
clearly describe effects of sexual harassment on their academic suc­
cess and personal development. For a majority of our youth, the 
risk to their academic success is not the curriculum or standards 
of performance but the difficulty of concentrating and learning in 
threatening environments.
As they answered, Kennebec Valley youth also made it clear that 
peers are most often the harassers but adults, too, feel free to act like 
the students. Those adults are quite likely representative of the whole 
community of grown-ups. With that in mind, the adult community 
has to account for its own behavior, model the standard of behav­
ior expected from young people, and partner with schools to 
reduce the serious level of sexual harassment present in Kennebec 
Valley.
Home Room to Home Court
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Replication Method
When AAUW of Kennebec Valley became interested in replicat­ing Hostile Hallways, members informally polled the area 
school faculty responsible for dealing with sexual harassment issues. 
All responses were encouraging with some staff going so far as to 
offer help.
In light of this early support, this AAUW branch applied for 
funding and committed itself to surveying youth enrolled in the 8th 
and 11th grades of public schools in its catchment area. The decision 
to sample two grades rather than all four (8 through 11) as the na­
tional study did was based on local resources which could not handle 
potentially 5,000 sets of data. Another difference from the national 
study is that local schools were not offered any incentive for partici­
pation.
Getting Ready. From the outset, the local project intended to 
replicate the national study in such a manner that Kennebec Valley 
findings could be compared to the data published in Hostile 
Hallways. This meant issues such as fidelity, bias, privacy, and sur­
vey administration had to be carefully thought through in the planning 
stage.
The survey instrument used by Harris and Associates was copy­
righted and not available for local use. (I.e., it could not be purchased 
to survey local students.) Still, a project subcommittee was able to 
develop a survey which honored the copyright while maintaining the 
integrity of survey contents. During this process, the questionnaire 
was reviewed by an adolescent, an affirmative action officer, educa­
tors, and other professionals for clarity, readability, and fidelity to the 
original instrument. A "bubble sheet" was designed for students to 
use in responding to the survey. No identifying information was 
asked in order to ensure confidentiality.
Getting Answers. Four AAUW members and one non-member 
conducted all sessions. Consistency was assured by using a common 
protocol as well as scripted speech. Students were brought together 
in a variety of ways to fill out the survey. In some places, the audito­
rium was used and students were asked to sit with an empty chair be­
tween themselves. At other schools, they were brought together in 
classrooms and three survey administrators conducted the activity si­
multaneously. Teachers at the assembly area were asked to remain in 
front of the students, as far away from the first seats as possible.
The AAUW representatives brought everything needed to the 
school: questionnaires, bubble sheets, pencils, an envelope for answer 
sheets, and two flyers with information on sexual harassment. These 
last items (the flyers) were given to students after they finished the 
survey in place of follow-up activities. One piece, from the Maine 
Women's Development Institute, explained what sexual harassment 
was and gave school-based examples. The second flyer, developed by 
AAUW of Kennebec Valley branch members, told students what 
agencies could provide assistance.
During the introduction (scripted talk), survey administrators in­
structed students to think about their whole student life, not just the 
current year. They also re-stated the definition of sexual harassment 
which appeared on the survey.
Completed sheets were collected by the survey administrator, 
put in an envelope, and immediately taken off school grounds. At no 
time did school employees view answers. Completed sheets went di­
rectly to the Project Director for tabulation.
Items from answer sheets were entered into a data base file de­
signed specifically for this project. The crosstab feature of the Statis­
tical Package for Social Sciences was used to compile results. Where 
it was necessary to have an unduplicated count of individuals, data 
was tabulated without SPSS.
The AAUW Survey
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